Grow Your Green Cloak
With the Green Roots Project
Lesson Plan

Date: February 1st - March 17th 2022

Overview & Purpose
-

To be Green Ambassadors!

-

To build awareness of Imbolc/the Spring season using the 7 school weeks span
from St. Brigid’s Day to St. Patrick’s Day.

-

To do 7 ‘Green Actions’ over the time to show consideration for nature and share
our awareness.

-

To use the story of St. Brigid’s cloak as a medium for these actions and with them ‘Grow Your Green Cloak’.

-

To celebrate all that you have done on St. Patrick’s Day.

Objectives
-

Strengthen awareness and habits of doing Green Actions

-

New outlook on ways to celebrate our national holiday

-

Enhance care for Nature and appreciation for Spring

Activity List
1. Postcard Green Actions - Green Voices
2. Insect hotel - Green Boots
3. Upcycling - Green Hands
4. Making Green promises - Green Power
5. Real shamrocks - Green Fingers
6. Poetry writing - Green Hearts
7. St. Patrick’s Day badge - Green Minds
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Activities

Week 1: Postcard - ‘Hello Spring’ & ‘How will you go Green’
To use our Green Voices
St. Brigid cared about the seasons and the land.
It is now the start of Spring and the plants and animals are waking up. Soon the trees will
grow new leaves, there will be lots of flowers, and also baby animals and birds.
It is time to say Hello Spring!
We want to say this to a friend somewhere in the world
To do :
-

Have a postage stamp - national/EU/International

-

Choose a Spring postcard picture and colour it in

-

Write down 1 Green Action you will do this Spring

-

Ask your friend ‘How will you go Green?’

-

Photograph the postcard to record it

-

Send it to a friend, hoping for a reply back before St. Patrick’s Day

Image files - available in the folder :
-

Pictures for printing onto suitable card

-

Postcard template with instructions for recipient to print onto reverse side

-

Green Action suggestions:
-

Sow some seeds

-

Go for a nature walk

-

Do a beach clean

-

Feed the birds

-

Learn names of flowers

-

Eat more vegetables
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Week 2: Create a simple Insect/Bug Hotel
To use our Green Boots
Our little insect friends are very important in our world. They help to make the flowers grow
and help to clean up garden rubbish, such as dead leaves. They add to the variety of life in
the world, which we call Biodiversity.
They need a place to sleep that is safe and dry and we can help them with that!
Materials :
The children can bring some of the materials from home
-

For the frame :
-

Box/es - Wooden(best) or strong Cardboard. Plastic boxes or medium sized
flower pots are also an option.
Size : shoe box or double that size

-

For the filling :
-

Cardboard tubes e.g. toilet rolls/kitchen rolls, small flower pots, empty tin
cans(*these need to be made free of sharp edges)

-

String/twine as standby if you may not have enough tubes/pots

-

Natural materials that you can collect from a nature walk
-

Dry leaves/grass/pine cones/moss/straw

-

Twigs/small sticks

-

Corrugated cardboard - optional

-

Bamboo canes are brilliant also but have to be cut (with a saw) to size
to fit the frame box so that the tips are not out in the weather

-

For shelter/location :
-

Wooden planks or something that will shelter the hotel to keep the rain off - if
possible

-

A sheltered spot outside - beside hedges/trees, somewhere that gets some
sun if possible, in a corner beside a wall is also a good spot.

To do :
-

Taking the toilet paper rolls/flower pots/cans, fill the inside with sticks, leaf litter, or
straw. Don’t over stuff them, leave some room for the insects to move around.

-

If you don’t have enough rolls/flower pots/cans you can also use string to bind the
sticks together tightly and make stacks like that.
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If you are using corrugated cardboard, cut it into strips so that the width matches
the height of your frame box.
Roll the strips into tubes & bind these with some string to secure the tube shape.

-

Stack your tubes/pots/cans/rolls in the frame to fill it so that it will stay in place.
If you have pine cones add them as part of your stack also.

-

Fill in gaps with leaf litter/straw, whatever you have left over.

Place your hotel on level ground in a sheltered spot and use planks or other materials to
cover and prevent direct rain.
-

You can check back in a week or so to see if you have any guests!

-

Hopefully you may see beetles, ladybirds, spiders, even grasshoppers.

-

If you are keeping the hotel in use you may want to change out some of the
materials if it gets too damp, so keep some dry materials ready for this

-

If you are keeping the hotel throughout the whole year, please move it to a shed
over winter to keep your hibernating guests safe and dry.

-

You may wish to replace some of the paper materials with wooden substitutes
eventually, and make it a more permanent accommodation!

References:
https://nhm.org/bug-hotels
https://www.foroige.ie/blog/foroige-wildlife-lets-build-simple-bug-hotel
https://bioweb.ie/bug-hotel/ - especially for permanent structure guidance
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Week 3: Create upcycled Spring flower mobile/bunting
To use our Green Hands
When we have finished using something we usually throw it in the bin, but many times we
can find a new way to use it instead of throwing it away, and this is called ‘Upcycling’.
We can make some flowers to create a colourful window display while we wait for the
spring flowers to bloom.
Materials :
-

Egg boxes/any clean plastic or cardboard recycling materials

-

Twine/String

-

Painting materials

-

Long stick to hang them from - if necessary

-

Something to make a hole for the string

To do :
-

Prepare flower shapes in advance

-

Paint the ‘flowers’

-

Make a hole in the centre of the flowers

-

String them onto lengths of the twine, making a knot to keep them spaced out

-

Tie the strings to the stick at intervals, and hang near to the window
Alternatively, make longer strings and string them across the room like bunting

Reference:
https://tinybeans.com/unbelievable-upcycled-projects-for-kids/
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Week 4: Making our Green Promises
To use our Green Power
When we sent our postcards we picked a Green Action that we would do.
Now we can make it into a promise, that we will do something to help nature.
We have the Power to make this promise and tell our friends and family about it.
Together we can make our Promise Tree.
Materials :
-

Cardboard from the Recycling bin - brought from home
Big enough for hand tracing

-

Painting materials

-

Tree ‘trunk’ - shape on wall, or perhaps physical stick/ brush handle/ other

To do :
-

Talk about Promises that can be made such as
-

To never throw rubbish

-

To help bees/ birds/ animals

-

To plant flowers every year

-

Trace hands or draw leaf shape on the card

-

Cut out and paint

-

Write promise on it

-

Put them all together as ‘leaves’ on the wall to make the Tree

Alternative :
-

Have bare tree shape prepared on a poster page

-

Create a list of promises together as a class

-

Place different coloured fingerprints as leaves along the branches
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Week 5: Time to plant our Shamrocks!
To use our Green Fingers
The shamrock/seamróg is our national flower. At the Green Roots Project we believe that
there should be no more plastic shamrocks made for St. Patrick’s Day.
We should swap our plastic shamrocks for real ones!
It is easy and fun to grow your own shamrock so that your whole family can have some, so
that is what we want you to do. They will be grown in time for St. Patrick’s Day.
Materials :
-

Small plate/bowl/box

-

Cotton wool

-

Shamrock seeds - you can find in most garden centres

-

Water

-

Some time to watch them grow!

What to do :
-

Soak your cotton wool with water so that it is damp, but not too soggy.

-

Place it on your plate/bowl/box

-

Sprinkle your seeds on to the cotton wool

Now you can check them every day and you will start to see them sprouting by next week!
Please ‘Show us your Shamrocks’ by sharing photos to us at the Green Roots Project!

Reference:
https://www.thegreenrootsproject.ie/post/trade-your-plastic-shamrocks-for-real-ones
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Week 6: A poem to celebrate being Green for St. Patrick’s Day
To use our Green Hearts
So far we have said Hello to Spring like St. Brigid, made our insect hotel and hopefully met
some guests!, made our flowers to practice upcycling, made our promises to do Green
Actions for nature, and we are waiting to meet our new shamrocks!
Now we can use our hearts to create a poem to celebrate everything that we have done,
and to think about what we will do on St. Patrick’s Day to celebrate living in our beautiful
country without hurting nature.
Think about Nature :
Flowers and trees
Animals that live in the fields and forests
Animals and fish that live in the water
The blue sky and the big sun
The moon and the stars at night
Going for walks
Going to the beach
Our Green Promises that we made
Helping to keep Ireland tidy by not throwing rubbish on the ground
Helping our parents by putting things into the correct bin
How we can help the world by keeping it clean and thinking about the animals and plants
Write a poem about anything that you want to say about nature.
Do you want to draw a picture to go with your poem also?
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Week 7: Sustainable St. Patrick’s Day badge/decorations
To use our Green Minds
With only a few days to go until St. Patrick’s Day, it is time to make our badges to wear for
the day. We do not want to buy any plastic ones, so we will make our own using our
upcycling skills that we learned already.
We can Reuse and Recycle some materials from home.
Materials :
-

Paper and cardboard

-

Textile materials, ribbons, buttons

-

40 shades of green colouring materials!

-

Old badge with working pin, or some other type of badge clasp

-

String/ twine/ thread

Thank you for participating in Growing Your Green Cloak
Happy St. Patrick’s Day!
From all of us at The Green Roots Project
www.thegreenrootsproject.ie
@thegreenrootsproject
Contact us : info@thegreenrootsproject.ie

